GPLEX 2022, Detroit

What is
GPLEX?

Who Qualifies?

Summit, Network, Training, Conference
The Greater Philadelphia Leadership Exchange is an initiative of the Economy League
of Greater Philadelphia to develop leaders of business, civic, and government
organizations into visionaries dedicated to making Greater Philadelphia a national
powerhouse. Through in-region programming and out-of-region learning visits, the
Leadership Exchange provides a unique opportunity for participants to build
connections with top business, civic, and governmental leaders and to develop a
deeper understanding of the Philadelphia region. Since the inception of the
Leadership Exchange in 2005, the program has had a strong track record of exposing
participants to new insights and ideas, forging connections across sectors and
industries, and strengthening a community of leaders who are shaping the region’s
future.

Current and Emerging Leaders

A leader is someone whose ideas make waves…
The ideal attendees for this conference are people whose actions, ideas, and decisions will
affect a large group of people. It may relate to their employees, coworkers, local community,
or online community, but ideally those in this network make an impact. By bringing leaders
together to learn and collaborate, we build civic muscle, creating a group of passionate
people who are equipped to solve complicated, cross-sectoral challenges together. All
industries are represented, and we work to reflect Philadelphia’s demographics in our
attendees.

What Will We See
and Do?

Detroit: Downtown, Midtown, Neighborhoods, and Suburbs

Learning from a city like our own, seeing how they do it differently…
Detroit is a city very similar to Philadelphia (it is a rust belt city, close to a river and nestled
among several other major cities, with nearly the same acreage, with a high minority
population and high poverty rates), and dissimilar in many ways (it is younger and built
around the automobile, historically a single-industry town, and has big mid-western energy).
By learning from our counterparts, we will see ways that similar problems are solved in a
uniquely Detroit way, and bring the best ideas back to our region.

What is Included?

Four Days of Conference!

October 1-4 in Downtown Detroit
All meals (except the optional Dinearound), on the ground travel, and materials are included
in the ticket price. We have over 50 speakers, 10 hours of workshops and networking, 8
options for regional explorations, and much more!

Cost

Topics

Details

Contact

For-Profits over $10M:
$3,000
Non-Profits, Government,
or companies making
under $10M:
$2,400

•

Future of Work

•

•

Education

•

Philanthropy

•

Public Health

1800 JFK Blvd, Suite 460
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 875-1000
info@economyleague.org
https://economyleague.org/

•

Urban Planning

•

Innovation…and more

Applications close June 10

